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    White paper
NWEA 2020 MAP Growth Achievement Status and Growth Norms for Students and Schools
July 2020



Description
The 2020 MAP Growth Norms aim to provide accurate statistical descriptions of growth in performance on the English version of MAP Growth assessments for the population of students attending Grades K-12 in U.S. public schools. In addition, the 2020 MAP Growth Norms: provide a way for users of MAP Growth assessments to consistently and accurately reference the performance of present and future students to performance characteristic of the population; develop stronger statistical support for inferences about student and school achievement status and growth; introduce methodological advances that will substantively reduce error and strengthen norm-referenced inferences about growth from one time point to another; and extend support for norm-referenced inferences for the school when it is treated as the unit-of analysis. The 2020 MAP Growth Norms study further aims to consolidate, refine, and enhance methodology developed and introduced in earlier studies, and document how the methods and information developed contribute to the theory and practice of growth measurement.

See More

Read the white paper 
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							    Research brief							    Typical learning for whom? Guidelines for selecting benchmarks to calculate months of learning
							    To describe the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on students, researchers have translated test scores into months of learning to claim how many months/years students are behind in school. Despite its perceived accessibility, there are major downsides to this translation. To inform future uses by researchers and media, we discuss in this brief how to calculate this metric as well as its trade-offs.
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							    Research report							    Achievement and Growth Norms for Course-Specific MAP Growth Tests
							    This report documents the procedure used to produce the achievement and growth user norms for a series of the course-specific MAP® Growth™ subject tests, including Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, Integrated Math I, Integrated Math II, Integrated Math III, and Biology/Life Science. Among these tests, Integrated Math I, Integrated Math II, Integrated Math III, and Biology/Life Science were the first time to have their norms available. The remaining tests, i.e., Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2, had their norms updated including receiving more between-term growth norms by using more recent test events. Procedure for norm sample selection and a model-based approach using the multivariate true score model (Thum & He, 2019) that factors out known imprecision of scores to generate the norms are also provided in detail, along with the snapshots of the achievement and growth norms for each test.
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							    Journal article							    Longitudinal models of reading and mathematics achievement in deaf and hard of hearing students
							    New research using longitudinal data provides evidence that deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) students continue to build skills in math and reading throughout grades 2 to 8, challenging assumptions that DHH students’ skills plataeu in elementary grades.
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							    Research report							    Achievement and growth norms for English MAP Reading Fluency Foundational Skills
							    This report documents the norming study procedure used to produce the achievement and growth user norms for English MAP Reading Fluency Foundational Skills.
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							    White paper							    MAP Growth theory of action
							    The MAP Growth theory of action describes key features of MAP Growth and its position in a comprehensive assessment system.
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							    Journal article							    Bayesian uncertainty estimation for Gaussian graphical models and centrality indices
							    This study compares estimation of symptom networks with Bayesian GLASSO- and Horseshoe priors to estimation using the frequentist GLASSO using extensive simulations.
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							    Research report							    Changes in school composition during the COVID-19 pandemic: Implications for school-average interim test score use
							    School officials regularly use school-aggregate test scores to monitor school performance and make policy decisions. In this report, RAND researchers investigate one specific issue that may contaminate utilization of COVID-19–era school-aggregate scores and result in faulty comparisons with historical and other proximal aggregate scores: changes in school composition over time. To investigate this issue, they examine data from NWEA’s MAP Growth assessments, interim assessments used by states and districts during the 2020–2021 school year.
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									    Data Visualizations

										View interactive tools that bring complex education issues to life. Explore patterns in growth, achievement, poverty, college readiness, and more.
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									    Research Partnerships

										Our collaborations with university researchers, school systems, address diverse education research topics.
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									    Upcoming Research Presentations

										Connect with us and learn about our newest research at these conferences and events.
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